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We introduce the discording power of a unitary transformation, which assesses its capability to produce
quantum discord, and analyze in detail the generation of discord by relevant classes of two-qubit gates.
Our measure is based on the Cartan decomposition of two-qubit unitaries and on evaluating the maximum
discord achievable by a unitary upon acting on classical-classical states at fixed purity. We find that there
exist gates which are perfect discorders for any value of purity , and that they belong to a class of
operators that includes the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SWAP
p
. Other gates, even those universal for quantum computation, do not
posses the same property: the CNOT, for example, is a perfect discorder only for states with low or unit
purity, but not for intermediate values. The discording power of a two-qubit unitary also provides a
generalization of the corresponding measure defined for entanglement to any value of the purity.
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The primary aim of the science of quantum information
is the exploitation of the quantum structure of nature for
information processing and communication tasks. Among
the quantum features of a physical system, entanglement is
usually considered the prominent resource, providing
speed-up in various quantum information and communi-
cation tasks [1]. In the realm of mixed-state quantum-
information, however, instances are known where quantum
advantages are obtained in the presence of little or no
entanglement. In fact, quantum discord [2,3] has been
proposed as the source behind this enhancement [4], and
some indications in this direction have been given [5–8].
The notion of nonclassicality springing from information
theory has been also discussed in comparison with that
coming from phase-space constraints [9].
Although introduced in the context of environment in-
duced decoherence, quantum discord has been then related
to the performance of quantum and classical Maxwell’s
demons [10] and to the thermodynamic efficiency of a
photo-Carnot engine [11], as well as the total entanglement
consumption [12], and the minimum possible increase of
quantum communication cost [13] in state merging proto-
cols. Furthermore, its propagation properties have been
studied in Ref. [14] in connection with microcausality
and in Ref. [15] for quantum spin channels.
Quantum discord can be activated into distillable entan-
glement [16,17], and has been shown to be a resource in
quantum state discrimination [18] and quantum locking
[19]. It has been also shown [20,21] that discord quantifies
theminimum damagemade by a decoherence process to the
performance of many quantum information processing pro-
tocols, including teleportation, distillation anddense coding.
In continuous variable systems, Gaussian quantum dis-
cord [22,23] has been experimentallymeasured [24–26] and
represents a measure of the advantage provided by coherent
quantum systems over their classical counterpart. It has
been also suggested [27] that the geometric quantum dis-
cord [28] is the optimal resource for remote quantum state
preparation, though the interpretation of geometric discord
as a measure of correlations has been questioned [29].
This body of recent knowledge represents a strong moti-
vation to understand in quantitative terms how well quan-
tum discord may be produced by a given operation. To this
aim we focus on two-qubit systems and introduce the
discording power of (nonlocal) unitary gates, a quantity
which allows us to investigate in detail the controlled
production of symmetric discord. In particular, the main
question we want to answer is the following: which is the
maximum discord that a gate may produce acting on
classical-classical states [30], i.e., states with zero discord?
In order to answer this question, we define below the
discording power DP½U of a given two-qubit gate U, as
the maximum amount of (symmetric) discord produced by
U when acting on the set of classical-classical states 

cc,
i.e., the set of states with zero discord and fixed purity ¼
Tr½ðccÞ2. The set of two-qubit unitaries is thus naturally
split into equivalence classes, each individuated by the
discording power, represented by curves in the purity-
discord plane. Notice that the discording power provides
a generalization of the so-called entangling power of gate
U, [31,32], which is obtained as DP¼1 since, for pure
states, quantum discord coincides with entanglement.
Thanks to the fact that maximally discordant mixed
states (MDMS) for a given purity have been identified in
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Ref. [33] (see also Ref. [34]), we are able to find analyti-
cally the class of gates that are perfect, i.e., the best
discorder, for a given purity. These are defined as those
unitaries that produce a MDMS by acting upon some cc.
In this way, one also sees that the notion of best discorder is
the generalization to any value of the purity of the perfect
entangler discussed in Ref. [35]. As a first result, we found
that there exist gates which are perfect discorders for any
value of purity . They pertain to a class of operators that
includes the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SWAP
p
. This is by no means a trivial property,
since many gates do not hold it, not even all of the two-
qubit gates that are universal for quantum computation. For
example, the CNOT gate (as well as the other unitaries to
which it is equivalent in the sense specified below) is a
perfect discorder for very high or low purity, but not for
intermediate values. More specifically, CNOT works as a
perfect discorder for rank-4 and rank-3 states, and it is a
perfect entangler as well (that is, a perfect discorder) for
rank-1 states. However, it fails to achieve the rank-2
MDMS, that are, instead, obtained after the action ofﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SWAP
p
on a suitable rank-2 cc [36].
To proceed with the formal introduction of our figure of
merit, we first recall that the discord can be understood as
the difference between the mutual information and the
classical correlations, [3]. For a generic bipartite state
AB, the mutual information is given by I½AB ¼ S½A þ
S½B  S½AB, where A and B are the local reduced
density operators and S½ the von Neumann entropy of
the state . As for the classical correlation, we suppose that
a POVM-measurement MA with elements fMkg (with
Mk  0 and
P
kMk ¼ 1) is performed on qubit A. It real-
izes for B the postmeasurement ensemble EB ¼ fpk; kBg,
where pk ¼ TrfABðMk  1Þg is the probability for the
kth outcome, while the kth postmeasurement state of B is
kB ¼ TrAfABðMk  1Þg=pk. The amount of information
acquired about qubit B, optimized over all possible POVM,
gives the classical correlations CAB½AB ¼ S½B 
minMB
P
kpkS½kB. The (one-way) quantum discord is then
AB½AB :¼ I½AB  CAB½AB: (1)
An analogous procedure leads to the definition of discord
with measurement on B, BA.
Since the conditional entropy is concave over the convex
set of POVMs, the minimum is attained on the extreme
points of the set, having rank-1 [37,38]. Discord is typi-
cally evaluated in a simplified form, where only orthogonal
measurements are considered, rather than the more general
POVM. For two-qubit states, this is enough to achieve the
minimum for rank-2 states, while, for rank-3 and rank-4
states orthogonal measurements give a pretty tight upper
bound, as shown in Ref. [39]. Given the numerical evi-
dence provided there, the improvement in doing full mini-
mization is on average at the level of 106. Therefore, in
the following, we will restrict the evaluation of discord to
projective measurements.
We define the discording power of a gate U as the
maximum symmetrized quantum discord that can be
achieved by such a gate from any classical-classical state
of a given purity  (1=4    1):
DP½U  max
cc
½UccUy; (2)
Here,  is the symmetrized discord,
½UccUy ¼ 1
2
ðAB½UccUy þ BA½UccUyÞ;
while a (concordant) classical-classical state cc corre-
sponds to a convex combination of orthogonal projectors:


cc ¼
X
r;s
pr;sjrihrj  jsihsj; with
X
r;s
p2r;s ¼ ;
(3)
where jri, jsi are elements of orthonormal basis for the
two qubits, and the fpr;sg are probability distributions.
Any two-qubit unitary may be written in Cartan form
[31] U ¼ ðL1  L2ÞUcð ~ÞðL3  L4Þ with
Ucð ~Þ ¼ exp
 
i X
j¼x;y;z
jj  j
!
; (4)
where Li are local unitaries, and where (due to symmetry
reasons) the independent values of the j are constrained
by 0  z  y  x  =4 [40].
At first, we notice that L1 and L2 are not affecting the
value of DP½U since the discord is left unchanged by
local unitary operations. The local unitaries L3 and L4
are irrelevant as well because DP½U is the result of a
maximization over classical-classical states at fixed purity.
This involves a scan over the distributions pr;s and the
orthonormal qubit basis in Eq. (3), and since the latter are
just rotations of the logical basis fj0i; j1ig, we can remove
L3;4 by combining them with the rotations needed to check
all local basis. Overall, we have that all of the gates with a
given Cartan kernel Uc have the same discording power,
which, itself, can be intended as a function of the three
parameters j.
Every two-qubit gate can be associated to a curve in the
discord-purity plane, given by DP½Uc. Examples may be
seen in Fig. 1, where we report the symmetrized discord 
as function of purity, and in turn the discording power, for
several Cartan kernels of the form Ucð; 0; 0Þ and
Ucð;; 0Þ (chosen here because of their relevance for
the discussion below). The discording power of these
kernels is also plotted in Fig. 2 for a fixed value of the
purity,  ¼ 0:7 as a function of the angle . We can see
from these two plots that the gates Ucð=4; 0; 0Þ and
Ucð=8; =8; 0Þ have better performances in generating
discord. The first of them is the kernel of the CNOT gate,
and, from Fig. 1, it can be appreciated to be a perfect
discorder for rank-4 and rank-3 states. The second one
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(in fact, the whole class Ucð=8; =8; 	Þ, 8 	) is a best
discorder too; but, this time, for the whole range of purities
and all ranks. In particular, the operator corresponding to
~ ¼ ð=8; =8; =8Þ gives the ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃSWAPp up to an irrelevant
phase.
In order to discuss in more detail the properties that a
unitary should have to be a perfect discorder, we need to
recall the expressions for the MDMS, separately for each
rank. To this end, in Fig. 1, the region of physically
admissible states in the - plane is indicated by the
background area. The boundary of this region has been
identified in Ref. [33] and is given by states, indicated as
Rn, with n ¼ 2, 3, 4, that are either symmetric under the
exchange of A and B or related to their symmetric counter-
part by a local rotation. This means that both AB and BA
(as well as the symmetric discord  that we have chosen to
employ) are maximized on this border.
The boundary is quite composed: For low purities, only
rank-4 states are present and the maximum discord for a
given purity is obtained by Werner states, R4  ðwÞ ¼
1w
4 1þ wjmeihmej. Here, jmei can be any maximally
entangled state, while the Werner parameter, that in prin-
ciple lays in the range [ 1=3, 1], is here confined to
negative values w ¼  ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð4 1Þ=3p , with the purity re-
stricted to 1=4    1=3. Interestingly, for these values
of the purity, the MDMS are separable states, being this
lack of entanglement a feature also found when maximiz-
ing discord for a given classical correlation [34]. On the
other hand, rank-3 states maximizing discord for a given
purity are entangled. They are obtained within the family
R3  ða; b; ’Þ [33], where
ða;b;’Þ ¼ 1
2
1 aþ b 0 0 0
0 a aei’ 0
0 aei’ a 0
0 0 0 1ab
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
for a proper choice of a and b, with a 2 ½0; 1 and jbj 
1 a (notice that neither the discord nor the purity depend
on ’, as it can be canceled by a rotation of qubit A around
the z axis; we inserted this phase here for future reference).
Finally, rank-2 MDMS are obtained from R3 by taking
b ¼ 1 a and 1=2  a  1, i.e., R2 ¼ ða; 1 a;’Þ.
As noted in Ref. [41], these states are quite peculiar as
their discord is equal to their concurrence, ðR2Þ ¼
CðR2Þ ¼ a. Both the Werner states and the rank-3 states
R3 can be obtained from a classical state under the action
of both the CNOT and the
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SWAP
p
. To show this explicitly,
let us start by considering the classical-classical state
with the same eigenvalues as the Werner one: R4cl ¼
diagfð1 wÞ=4; ð1 wÞ=4; ð1 wÞ=4; ð1þ 3wÞ=4g. It is
then easy to see that
Ucð=4; 0; 0ÞR4cl Uyc ð=4; 0; 0Þ ¼
1 w
4
1þ wjihj;
which is a Werner state since ji ¼ ðj00i þ ij11iÞ= ﬃﬃﬃ2p is
maximally entangled. This explains the first part of the plot in
Fig. 1 in which the bold squares [representingUcð=4;0;0Þ]
fall on the MDMS border. The same is true for any operator
with a kernel of the form Ucð=8; =8; 	Þ as, by consider-
ing a rotated classical state R4
0
cl ¼ ðx  1ÞR4cl ðx  1Þ,
one has that Ucð=8; =8; 	ÞR40cl Uyc ð=8; =8; 	Þ gives a
FIG. 1 (color online). Symmetric quantum discord () versus
purity () for two-qubit unitary kernels. The maximum discord
for a given purity (black continuous line) is obtained for R2,
R3, R4 (see main text). The (numerically evaluated) DP for
different gates is represented with symbols: from the top,
Ucð=8; =8; 0Þ (bold triangles), Ucð=4; 0; 0Þ (bold squares),
Ucð=4; =4; 0Þ (triangles), and Ucð0:15; 0; 0Þ (squares). The
numerical maximization for each gate and for any value of  is
performed by considering 8 106 classical states, with local
rotation angles discretizing jri and jsi by steps of 0:1 and
5 102 different values for pr;s. The agreement with the
analytic result can be appreciated by considering the two over-
lapping upper curves, corresponding to the border states and
DP½Ucð=8; =8; 0Þ. This serves the purpose of a consistency
check. On the background, discord and purity for layers of 108
random density matrices of rank-2 (dark points), -3 (intermediate
grey) and -4 (lighter grey) are superimposed.
FIG. 2 (color online). Discording power of two families
of gates: DP½Ucð; ¼ ; 0Þ (diamonds symbols) and
DP½Ucð; 0; 0Þ (triangle symbols) for a fixed purity  ¼ 0:7
as a function of the angle parameterizing the gates.
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Werner statewith jmei ¼ ðj01i þ ij10iÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
. It can be seen
by looking at bold triangles in Fig. 1, that this operator is
a perfect discorder for any rank. In fact, one has
Ucð=8; =8; 	ÞR3cl Uyc ð=8; =8; 	Þ
¼ ða; b; ’ ¼ =2Þ;
where R3cl ¼diagfð1aþbÞ=2;0;a;ð1abÞ=2g. This
shows that, for any value of 	, the gate Ucð=8; =8; 	Þ is
able to reach the MDMS border of both rank-3 and rank-2,
thus showing that this is a perfect discorder for every value of
the purity.
On the other hand, the CNOT gate (and all of the opera-
tors with the same Cartan kernel), although able to reach
the rank-3 MDMS, fails for rank-2 states. This impossi-
bility can be shown analytically by considering its reverse
action on R2: even by allowing local rotations,
Ucð=4; 0; 0Þy applied on R2 gives an entangled (and,
thus, nonclassical) state. This clearly implies that the
action of Ucð=4; 0; 0Þ is not enough to obtain the rank-2
MDMS acting on classical states. We also notice that one
of the main differences between discord and entanglement
is that the former can be increased by local (nonunitary)
operations. On the other hand, MDMS of rank-2 and rank-3
are entangled and thus cannot be created by local opera-
tions on classical-classical states. As a consequence, full
discording power can only be achieved by nonlocal, two-
qubit gates. The case of rank-4 states remains an open
question though.
In summary, we have introduced the discording power of
a unitary transformation, which measures its capability to
produce quantum discord, and have analyzed in detail the
generation of symmetric discord by relevant classes of
two-qubit gates. Our measure is based on the Cartan
decomposition of two-qubit unitaries and on evaluating
the maximum discord achievable from classical-classical
states at fixed purity. We have identified the gates that are
able to generate MDMS, and discussed their performance
as a function of the purity. We found that there exist gates
which are perfect discorders for any value of purity, and
that they belong to a class of operators that includes theﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SWAP
p
. Even gates that are universal for quantum compu-
tation do not share this property; e.g., the CNOT is a perfect
discorder for rank-4 and rank-3 states, but it fails to achieve
the rank-2 MDMS.
The discording power of a two-qubit unitary provides a
generalization of the corresponding measure defined for
entanglement on pure states. Our results represent the first
attempt to evaluate the correlating power of gates for
mixed states, a topic which is largely unexplored even
for entanglement [42], and completely absent for other
measures not related to the separability paradigm. We
also notice that similarly to what is known for entangle-
ment quantifiers, geometric discord and quantum discord
yield different states ordering in the mixed setting [43,44],
thus probably inducing inequivalent discording powers,
let alone other less related nonclassicality measures, [8].
Our work thus also motivates the search of an entangling
power measure starting from mixed states, in order to
compare entanglers and discorders at a general value of
purity.
The use of quantum discord as a resource for quantum
technology is still a debated topic, and a definitive answer
may only come from experiments involving carefully tai-
lored states and operations. Our results go in that direction
providing a precise characterization of two-qubit unitaries
in terms of their ability in generating quantum discord.
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